
Burglar Guards -  Fitting Instructions

Choosing the Right Burglar Guard

Security as easy as 1-2-3. To install an Xpanda burglar guard is a simple task. Please read these 
instructions first and then go about making your own home as secure as the finest security products on 
the market will allow.

1. DO YOU HAVE WOOD OR STEEL FRAMED WINDOWS? 
 
Select the correct burglar guards according to the header cards that are clearly marked WOOD or 
STEEL.

2. MEASURE THE WINDOW FRAME OPENING OF YOUR WINDOW

Do not measure the window itself. Instead, measure between the inside edges of the frame of the 
window. To measure accurately, open the window completely. To get the correct measurements, 
measure: 
 

a) From inside top to the inside bottom of the 
frame 

- The height (Diagram A) 
 

b) From inside left to the inside right of the 
frame 

- The width (Diagram b) 

 

3. SELECT YOUR BURGLAR GUARD 
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Use the tables to select your required burglar guard. For TOP HUNG WINDOWS Simply reverse 
the measurements i.e use the height as the width and the width as the height. 
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Burglar Guard Fitting Instructions 

 

A. Having measured your window frames, take measurements for width of burglar guards. Be sure to 
allow for a gap above and below.

B. Marking the Fixing Points On Your Window Frame: With the burglar guard neatly and accurately 
held in place, mark the fixing points. (Make sure the burglar guard is held upright and not skew!)

C. Pre-drill holes using a 4.2mm drill bit. (Take care to check that the burglar guard is straight before 
fastening the Xpanda one-way screws. Once tightened, they're not easily undone!)

D. Secure screws as shown. Xpanda supplies specially designed one-way security screws with your 
burglar guards. Always use these.
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